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Level 6, River Park House 225 High Road
Wood Green
London N22 8HQ
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Planning Application response from Crouch End Neighbourhood Forum
Site: Hornsey Town Hall, The Broadway, Crouch End N8 9JJ
With reference to planning applications:
Planning Permission HGY/2017/2220
Listed Building Consents HGY/2017/2221, HGY/2017/2222, HGY/2017/2223

Dear James,
The Crouch End Neighbourhood Forum (CENF) is a statutory body concerned with neighbourhood
development and planning and was designated by Haringey in December 2015. With over a thousand
members including many community organisations and local businesses, and drawing upon diverse local
expert opinion, CENF is committed to representing the views of the people of Crouch End.
This project is a crucial development opportunity for Crouch End that offers a long overdue solution for
the Hornsey Town Hall (HTH) site. We welcome the initiative to restore the Town Hall, upgrade the civic
square, and deliver much needed housing. We support the prioritising of restoration and community use
and access, and believe that a successful creative hub and arts venue would prove a well valued local
facility, having considerable potential for local social and economic development and regeneration. We
note that the project emerged through an OJEU procurement process designed to identify a private sector
developer and to dispose of the Town Hall on a 130 year lease.
However, although a strong scheme, CENF wish to object to the proposal in its current form.
In particular we cannot offer approval due to the impact upon the heritage assets and Conservation Area
through increased height and massing which go beyond the previous 2010 consent. CENF also believe that
additional information is necessary before approval can be offered, although we understand some
concerns may be allayed prior to determination of the planning application.

The following issue requires material amendment:
•

Harm to the setting of Hornsey Town Hall and Hornsey Central Library through excessive scale and
massing of the residential blocks, and a failure to preserve or enhance the character and
appearance of the Conservation Area

The following issues require revision or amendment before permission is granted:
•

The absence of a detailed presentation of viable future uses for Hornsey Town Hall, and the
sustainability of the proposals

•

Loss of workspace and the change of use from B1 to C1 (HTH), and B1 to C3 (Broadway Annexe)

•

Over-development and excessive density of residential development

•

Harm to amenity of neighbouring residents through increased height and the positioning of the
residential development

•

Transport and travel planning

The sections below set out our response in more detail:
1.0

Policy and Objectives

2.0

Heritage, Development and Use of Listed Buildings

3.0

Hornsey Town Hall Restoration

4.0

Hornsey Town Hall, Hotel Use

5.0

Hornsey Town Hall, Community and Arts Use

6.0

Hornsey Town Hall, Office Use and Employment, Change of Use, Co-Working Space

7.0

Landscaping, Civic Square and Green

8.0

Impacts on Listed Buildings and Conservation Area

9.0

Housing, Density, Impact on Residential Amenity, Affordable Housing

10.0

Transport and Access

11.0

Planning Obligations, Regeneration, Community Infrastructure

12.0

Conclusion

1.0 POLICY AND OBJECTIVES
Overarching Policy Statements
London Plan policy 7.9: Heritage-led regeneration:
Strategic:
A. Regeneration schemes should identify and make use of heritage assets and reinforce the qualities that
make them significant so they can help stimulate environmental, economic and community regeneration.
This includes buildings, landscape features, views, Blue Ribbon Network and public realm.
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Planning decisions:
B. The significance of heritage assets should be assessed when development is proposed and schemes
designed so that the heritage significance is recognised both in their own right and as catalysts for
regeneration. Wherever possible heritage assets (including buildings at risk) should be repaired, restored
and put to a suitable and viable use that is consistent with their conservation and the establishment and
maintenance of sustainable communities and economic vitality.
Haringey’s Local Plan Strategic Policies (2013): Policy SP15 Culture and Leisure:
7.2.17 The Council’s vision for Hornsey Town Hall, its associated buildings and surrounding area is the
creation of an interesting, lively focal point for Crouch End through the creation of an integrated complex
of buildings, which promote a viable and vibrant mix of community, cultural, arts, leisure, business and
residential uses through appropriate refurbishment and further enabling development.
Local Plan Site Allocations DPD (2016): Site SA 48 Hornsey Town Hall:
2.136 Restoration of the existing listed buildings to create a sustainable future use for these buildings
which complement Crouch End District Centre, with enabling residential development on the car parking
areas.
2.137 Planning consent was granted in 2010 for a refurbishment of the existing Town Hall, with an
element of enabling residential development. New uses will be considered by the Council, with the aim of
finding a use that benefits the vibrancy and vitality of Crouch End District Centre. Sensitively designed
residential development which appropriately enables this refurbishment will be considered.
As public land, a high bar must be set for public benefits of the scheme. Indeed, the value foregone by
Haringey Council in the sale of developable land provides an effective subsidy of £millions for the project.
CENF are generally content that this proposal does represent a mixed development that aspires toward the
Council’s vision for the Hornsey Town Hall site, and aspires toward public benefits including the
restoration, community use and access, and the provision of housing. We particularly welcome the
elements of increased public accessibility to the Town Hall building, and consider public access to be the
bedrock of long term community use. These benefits should be secured through planning condition.
Long term sustainable future uses for the building commensurate with the status of a grade II* listed
heritage asset and its significance to Crouch End are key objectives. The opportunity must be taken to
present a high profile scheme for the heritage spaces and to positively impact the local economy. In
addition, although a balance of priorities must be found, the enabling residential development must not
cause harm to the setting of the listed buildings or the Conservation Area, or neighbouring amenity.
We are somewhat puzzled that the final form of the project as presented in the planning application does
not appear to conform with the scheme agreed through procurement in October 2016 or as described in
the announcement of the Development Agreement contract in February 2017. The lack of transparency as
the scheme has progressed through the bid process has unfortunately undermined public support for the
project. We are equally surprised by the very limited presentation of the feasibility, viability or operation of
the new uses for the Town Hall, particularly the arts and cultural aspect of the development – as they
involve substantial material re-purposing of the fabric of the building. An assessment for Listed Building
Consent depends upon this information. We also believe that elements of the scheme, principally the loss
of B1 use, may damage local economic vitality.
Though not strictly a planning matter, we are also aware that there are concerns that a developer may wish
to realise their investment quickly, mitigating risk through forward selling developments. Change of
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control clauses relating to building contracts and usage are hopefully in place. No assumptions should
therefore be made regarding the completion of a restoration project, or that the suggested hotel,
arts/community centre or co-working space will emerge as currently understood. Planning conditions
which assist in securing these elements are warranted.
The commitment of the developer, the Far East Consortium, to a full restoration and a demonstrable long
term engagement with the Town Hall, is essential to the success of the scheme and to a positive
determination of the planning application.
2010 Planning Permission
We note the previous consents associated with the application HGY/2010/0500. We appreciate that the
earlier permissions are material considerations, but believe they should carry limited weight, due to the
time elapsed, and because the full architecture of planning policy – the National Planning Policy
Framework, the London Plan, and Haringey’s Local Plan – has been overhauled in the interim.
The context of the 2010 consent was very different. That scheme was the result of a long process of
consultation working toward a community asset transfer of the Town Hall to a charitable Trust. The
enabling development was presented as the maximum achievable residential scheme necessary to support
the project’s charitable goals. In the light of the very different private scheme now presented, the scale and
form of the 2010 blocks should not act as assumed precedent.

2.0 HERITAGE, DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF LISTED BUILDINGS
Hornsey Town Hall is a grade II* listed building of national significance. National guidance for heritage
assets demand that a sustainable future is secured for Hornsey Town Hall and associated complex of listed
buildings. Sections 66 and 72 of the Planning (Listed buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, set out
the obligations to safeguard listed buildings and the character and appearance of conservation areas.
Conserving heritage assets in a manner appropriate to their significance is a core principle of the National
Planning Policy Framework (2012). Although harm needs to be weighed against public benefits, we note
that heritage guidance states that optimum uses are those that cause the least harm to the asset whilst
offering viable use.
Local Plan policy SP12 aims to protect the status and character of the borough’s conservation areas. Policy
DM9 further describes the management of the historic environment: DM9/C/e sets out the desirability of
viable use/s for heritage assets, and DM9/C/g the contribution it should make to providing economic
benefits and local regeneration:
“Regenerating heritage assets can anchor new development, reinforce a sense of community, make an
important contribution to the local economy and act as a catalyst for improvements to the wider area”.
These tests are crucial in establishing the desirability of the proposed changes to the fabric of the building,
and the impact of the new uses on the wider economy of Crouch End.
The restoration and refurbishment of Hornsey Town Hall, and the development of a sustainable future
were the principal objectives of Haringey’s procurement process. Simply removing the Town Hall from the
Historic England Buildings At Risk Register is not a sufficient objective in itself, the aim must be to reflect
the prestige and potential of a grade II* listed building. We concur with the Donald Insall Associates
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assessment, presented by the applicant, which identifies and welcomes “broader public benefits” including
public access to many hitherto closed parts of the building, and new uses which bring new life to the site.
Historic England observed of the scheme (representation to Planning Sub-Committee, July 2017, our
emphasis) –
“It is our view that your proposed uses for the Town Hall provide a good fit for the building and are
unlikely to be contentious in heritage terms, provided that it can be shown that these uses are able to
secure the repair and long term future and maintenance of the building.”
However, sustainable and viable uses are not yet substantiated for the heritage assets. For example the
absence of details make it difficult to answer,–
How are the restoration and future maintenance of the significant spaces secured?
How is community access and the benefit to Crouch End ensured in the event of business failure?
Would increased retention of office space be the optimum use?
Is the mix of uses across the scheme complementary?
The viability of an arts centre or creative hub is a matter of considerable concern. CENF is unaware of any
similar ventures which do not either heavily rely on public subsidy, or unalloyed commercial use, both of
which seem unavailable in this instance. Further details should be submitted prior to Planning Committee
deliberation.
In conclusion, as the proposals cause harm to the interior spaces and fabric of the buildings, justification
for the changes is necessary and the sustainability of the proposed uses is therefore a material
consideration. This appears contrary to policies 7.8 and 7.9 of the London Plan, and policies SP12, DM9 of
the Haringey Local Plan.

3.0 HORNSEY TOWN HALL RESTORATION
We welcome the extensive detailing of works set out in the condition surveys and Historic Building Report.
The developer has also promised a breakdown of the restoration work costs, which would be useful in the
evaluation of this aspect.
Appropriate conditions should secure, through a section 106, that the restoration work is phased for
completion before the delivery, marketing or occupancy of the residential development. In addition, a
detailed management and maintenance plan for the listed buildings must be made available to the
satisfaction of stakeholders.
The proposed works to the fabric of HTH are sensitive to the building but there are extensive changes: – in
the east wing and link block interiors, on the lower ground level, in the creation of new auditoria, the
construction of a new 4th floor on the east wing, and in the ‘dropping down’ of windows to ground level in
the west wing. Other changes improve access and circulation within and outside the Town Hall. Therefore a
degree of harm to the building exists. The changes may be justified weighed against the public benefit,
however, we cannot fully determine the benefit or the sustainability of the proposed changes without
further detailed information about the proposed use. We would expect that the restoration is carried out
subject to conditions and the overview of Haringey’s conservation team, Historic England and the
Twentieth Century Society.
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A grade II* listed 20th century building with extensive surviving original interiors and fittings is of major
significance. The retention and preservation of these particular features is of clear importance. We
welcome the intention to repair features and fittings, to reinstate original features, such as the pendant
lighting in the foyer, and glazed entrance doors to the Assembly Hall foyer, and the intention to integrate
surviving joinery and timber features in the hotel rooms.
The main entrance hall, entered through bronze gates and complete with marble clad staircase, is probably
the most significant heritage space in the building. Measures to animate the space and improve circulation
are welcome, though the idea to use it as a coffee bar of some sort (a ‘barista’ is identified in room G40)
seems less than fully formed at this stage. The space functions as the entrance to the hotel and may yet
serve a more traditional role as hotel lobby and reception, a use which would complement its status as
showcase for the restoration. If so, the reinstatement of the original curved reception desks (stranded on
the first floor landing) may be preferred.
The exterior glazing is crucial to the building’s appearance and character. Can it be confirmed whether the
windows due for double glazing are partially repaired, or entirely replaced? The minimal depth of frame
may not take double glazing. Can it also be confirmed that the replacement windows will conform to the
same appearance as those simply being repaired and repainted? Further conditions may be necessary to
secure the quality and dimensions of those windows ‘dropped down’ to form doors in the west wing.
The specifications and delivery of the high quality materials and design of the hotel rooms as described in
the applicant’s Design and Access Statement should be secured through planning condition. There may
also be further work necessary to identify all features of significance, such as the hidden but distinctive
service runs throughout the building.
Signage (ref. Local Plan policy DM3) may well be required to advertise the hotel and arts use, in addition to
that of the proposed restaurants. No information is supplied for this requirement. Permission may be
applied for subsequently, but an indication of proposed signage displays on the listed buildings would be
useful at this stage.

4.0 HORNSEY TOWN HALL, HOTEL USE
Hotel Design and Layout
A hotel relates well to the heritage, design, and size of Hornsey Town Hall. We also recognise and welcome
that the hotel use will afford public access to a greater area of the Town Hall, and that any harmful impact
is overwhelmingly confined to less significant areas of the building. The hotel should relate to Historic
England guidance on the adaptation of listed buildings. In this respect it may be desirable to make greater
use of the areas of heritage significance to enhance the presentation of the hotel, for example to house a
more formal hotel lobby reception in the main entrance hall. This would complement the entrance hall’s
status as showcase for the restoration.
We believe there may be issues regarding the shared use of the entrance spaces generating possible
conflicts between hotel use, office, and theatre. This includes hotel security concerns due to ‘tail gating’
and difficulties in distinguishing guests from office workers and theatre goers (reference Planning
Inspectorate, ref: APP/V5570/W/16/3165171 EasyHotel House, 80-86 Old Street, Islington, London EC1V
9AX). This may be addressed through staffing of the hotel lobby areas.
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Form of Hotel
We appreciate that the hotel business model requires flexibility at this stage, but the presentation of the
hotel has had a confused gestation which has led to some unhelpful public speculation. The business
model as announced at the close of the procurement process in 2016 and in January 2017 was for a four
star boutique hotel of 50 guestrooms. At the public exhibitions of May and July 2017 the plans were
substantially altered to present an aparthotel, featuring 67 serviced apartments. At the Development
Management Forum in July it was announced that the kitchenette facilities of the apartments were no
longer present, and once again the model would be that of a standard hotel. However, the current
application, and drawings, now appear to retain the kitchenettes, but contain no description or
presentation of an aparthotel in the accompanying text.
To comply with Local Plan policy DM53, an aparthotel, or serviced apartments, must fulfill certain criteria
to indicate a low level of permanency or would be classed C3 accommodation. Criteria may include the
presence of staffing, facilities and ancillary spaces to evidence hotel use, and assurances that the
guestrooms will not be marketed separately. These characteristics do not appear in the plans presented,
though we understand discussions are ongoing. We would support clear assurances through condition,
including specifying a maximum length of stay for guests.
We note that policy DM53 also demands that hotels be situated in an area well served by public transport.
This is defined as Transport for London Passenger Transport Access Level (PTAL) 4 or above, whereas
Crouch End is rated at PTAL 2-3 moderate to poor. Furthermore, the hotel should:
“Provide appropriate arrangements for pick up / drop off, service delivery vehicles and coaches,
appropriate to the size of the hotel or visitor accommodation.”
However, no provision is made for hotel parking, no space for coaches, and the arrangement for a shuttle
bus is unclear. This appears insufficient for the needs of the hotel. With restricted access along Hatherley
Gardens and no drop off area on the Broadway, where will cars and taxis for hotel guests set down?
Hotel Viability
The success of the hotel is key to the long term sustainability of the Town Hall, and underpins the other
commitments for the Town Hall project. Whilst it is evident that the formation of the hotel is situated in the
areas of lesser heritage significance, the planned hotel is still an irrevocable transformation of the interior
of one half of the TH building. This is a prima facie trade off between material harm to the building in
exchange for viability.
This transformation is not without risk. At the moment no feasibility work or business case is publicly
available which allows an assessment of this proposed use, an unproven concept. Hotels are vulnerable to
market conditions, and Crouch End appears to be a less than propitious location. No one wants a white
elephant. To achieve a credible determination for Listed Building Consent a clear presentation and detailed
feasibility study and business plan for a hotel must be made available to the satisfaction of stakeholders,
including Historic England.
The hotel also requires planning permission for change of use. This is addressed below.
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5.0 HORNSEY TOWN HALL, COMMUNITY AND ARTS USE
In addition to the restoration, the principal public benefit proposed by the applicant is community use and
access. Community use will be delivered through an arts/community centre or creative hub, which
occupies the key spaces of heritage significance and the public auditoria. New spaces are proposed.
CENF welcome this concept and believe that a successful venue would prove to be a well valued local
facility, and a significant enterprise for Crouch End having considerable potential for local social and
economic development and regeneration. In addition to conditions in a section 106, community use is
understood to be secured through a Community Use Agreement (CUA) attached to the lease and a
community steering group formed. Community use should be assured at affordable or free rates.
However, the overall vision remains indistinct. It is unclear whether the planned use of the building is an
arts centre, a performance venue of some kind, a creative business hub, a community centre, or other
form. It is also unclear how this use would be viable without public funding or significant and ongoing
subsidy. There is a high risk of failure. It is not known how future maintenance of the significant heritage
spaces, such as the auditoria, Committee Rooms and Council Chamber will be secured.
It is very difficult to evaluate design and use without evidence presented to support the siting of a
complex arts/cultural facility in this location, and in a grade II* building. The business plans of the operator
are not published. A vision and feasibility assessment are unavailable. The cultural mode, use, programme,
etc. are absent. The operator, the form and mode of any arts use should ideally be settled now, before
changes to the fabric of the building and the interior remodelling are finalised. For example, the applicant’s
own Design and Access Statement observes that “The scope of the refurbishment and upgrade [of the
Assembly Hall stage] is dependent on the Arts Operator’s use of the hall.”
We draw the attention of the Planning Authority and the applicant to the list of operation and design
issues for the performance spaces identified in comments by the Theatres’ Trust (submitted to planning
portal, ref. HGY/2017/2220). It is evident that good acoustics will be vital to the success of the venue, and
we support the call for an acoustic study to determine the best approach. We also share concerns that
further consideration be given to uses of the main auditoria, where travelling productions or orchestral use
may require servicing by large goods vehicles or even coaches. The input of the arts operator and a
credible and well founded artistic direction and programme would clearly help in this regard, and if
unavailable, an assessment should be made by appropriate professionals. A finalised set of worked-up
changes to the auditoria should be submitted prior to Planning Committee deliberation.
A public announcement (22nd September, and not contained within the planning application) has
identified an operator and we hope this will strengthen the presentation and afford opportunity for
community consultation. We welcome the venture, and await further details regarding allocation and use
of key spaces, and the breakdown of arts, community, co-working, and commercial hires.
In conclusion, to achieve a credible determination for Planning Permission and Listed Building Consent a
clear presentation of use is required. In addition, a feasibility study and business case, detailing
sustainability and future maintenance, must be made available to the satisfaction of stakeholders,
including Historic England.
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6.0 HORNSEY TOWN HALL, OFFICE USE AND EMPLOYMENT, CHANGE OF USE, COWORKING SPACE
We wish to offer support for the present business and creative hub uses of the Town Hall, particularly the
importance to the local economy. The applicant proposes a more constrained B1 provision, a co-working
space. This is discussed below.
Current Office Use
The office spaces contained in the administrative blocks of Hornsey Town Hall were built for purpose.
Although the local authority vacated the building some time ago, during the last three years the spaces
have been profitably occupied and continue to serve as B1 class use. In line with NPPF guidance if
continued office use is viable and other uses would cause some harm to the heritage asset, then office use
represents the optimum viable use.
The current provision (managed by ANA Arts, founded 2014) is a creative business hub and open
workspace, with managed office spaces, small workshops, and creative studios. Highly flexible, it provides
an ideal environment for a range of local small enterprises and start-ups, designers, small producers, tech,
and professional services. Community uses are also supported, with affordable space for small studio and
rehearsal use, and a gallery offering a full programme of exhibitions and a strong base of community use.
The current use represents an invaluable local resource.
In the applicant’s scheme, the greater part of B1 floorspace will be lost and the businesses decanted. The
scarcity of alternative affordable office space in Crouch End suggest this employment will also be lost to
the area. The proposed change of use is also likely to have a knock on effect in the form of reduced highstreet daytime trading across the town centre.
Local Plan policies SP8, SP9, and SP15 support the retention of current employment sites and provision of
new workspaces, local employment, regeneration, SME businesses, and state,
”the Council is committed to encouraging small start-up units in new developments and supporting
small and medium sized units on existing sites or in existing buildings.”
Furthermore, a priority for the new Mayor is ‘supporting small business and protecting business space’:
Our small businesses, start-ups and entrepreneurs are at the heart of our economy and our communities,
and supporting them to grow, innovate and create wealth and jobs will be central to my plans. I will:
– Prevent the loss of business space, by working with local authorities to stop the excessive conversion of
commercial space under permitted development rights.
– Promote the provision of small business and start-up premises in housing and commercial
developments through the London Plan. (Sadiq Khan, Manifesto)
The clear direction of travel in London Plan and Local Plan policies is to support exactly the form of
provision currently housed with Hornsey Town Hall. We strongly suggest that the current use is viable,
valuable, and should be retained as far as practicable to provide local employment opportunities and
support the local economy.
We feel that the retention of flexible workspace would be of tremendous advantage to the mix of the
development as a whole, broadening uses and revenue opportunities, achieving synergies with the arts
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and hotel, and meeting the objective for a place-making, regenerative development benefiting the local
economy. We would urge the applicant to consider such uses on site.
Employment
At this date (September 2017) there are 83 HTH tenants, businesses which employ some 125 people* – far
more than the estimates for possible employment numbers contained in the applicant’s presentation
(*figures supplied by the current operator). Skilled jobs in growing areas of commerce, they include artists,
architects, designers, jewellers, manufacturers, therapists, film makers, tech companies, marketing,
communications, and a whole range of professional services. By comparison the nature of employment in
a hotel is considerably more limited in scope and often low-skilled.
The Haringey Economic Growth Strategy (2014), observes "We have been seen as a dormitory borough with
insufficient focus on local job creation" and goes on to propose a future where,–
"The profile of Haringey-based jobs changes so that retail and public sector employment are less
dominant, and there is a better range of jobs, including a greater proportion of jobs in more highly skilled
sectors, such as sustainable technology, digital design and skilled/craft manufacturing".
We concur with Haringey’s vision, and with Local Plan policies SP8 and SP9 which seek to protect local
employment and improve skills, however the HTH proposal will see key employment and skills lost to the
area. We feel it is not impossible to see hotel use and the current uses co-exist in the development.
Change of Use
The application requests material change of use across significant areas of the Town Hall (principally the
east wing and link block) from B1 office use to C1 hotel use.
Policy and good practice, as set out by Historic England, the NPPF, and the London Plan, require that when
new uses are found for historic assets that they provide for a viable and sustainable use going forward and
that impact on the significance of the asset is limited. It is evident that the current office arrangement
would incur little harm to the fabric, whereas the impact of a change to hotel use is far more extensive. We
note that changes of use are supported should the original or current use be declared non-viable.
Local Plan policy DM40 stipulates conditions for the granting of change of use of non-designated
employment land and floorspace, requiring the applicant to demonstrate that the site is no longer suitable
or viable for the existing use. The policy clearly sets out the requirement for clear and robust evidence of
an open and recent campaign to market the site covering a minimum continuous period of three years
(also explanatory para 6.27). The policy requirements are not met in this application as no evidence for
redundancy is presented.
The present usage of the east wing and link block is by scores of small businesses with a waiting list for
workspaces. According to the current tenants average rates are between £20-35 psf (*figure supplied by
HTH Tenants Association). This is commensurate with market rates for office space in the area. This
demonstrates that B1 use is in fact viable with a strong level of demand.
The figures contained in the applicant's Economic Viability Assessment include analysis of the costs and
revenue from both hotel and office use. An evaluation of business type use and a comparison between
hotel and office use are therefore possible and confirm that continued B1 use is entirely viable under
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current market conditions. Consequently we would expect a very strong presentation from the applicant if
they wished to establish that the site is no longer suitable as per existing use class and should become C1.
In conclusion, although some B1 use is presented, the need for change of use is not evidenced and the
existing use appears viable, of proven local demand and meets local economic need. This appears contrary
to Local Plan policies SP8, SP9, SP15, DM40 and DM49. We would urge the applicant to balance proposed
uses, perhaps through retention of office space in areas such as the Broadway Annexe buildings.
Additionally, Local Plan policy DM49 (Managing the Provision and Quality of Community Infrastructure)
identifies that community uses should be retained, also requiring the applicant to demonstrate that the
site is no longer suitable or viable for the existing use. Although performance based community uses are
to be retained elsewhere in the building, a good deal of floorspace currently occupied by small community
organisations in the east wing and link block is due to be lost in the conversion to hotel. We note, “The
Council will seek to protect existing social and community facilities unless a replacement facility is provided
which meets the needs of the community.”
Co-Working Space
The applicant’s response to the loss of the office space is the provision of co-working hot-desk type
operations located in the ground floor of the council block, the west wing first floor, the roof of the
Assembly Hall and the green room. The total area designated for B1 use shrinks from a total of nearly
3000m2 (of which more than 1300m2 is currently available as lettable space) to 440m2.
We welcome co-working but have significant doubts – anecdotally, such business ventures have proven
unprofitable outside of Central London, and we are concerned that there is insufficient demand in the local
economy (perhaps demand is already met by coffee shops offering wifi access?). Most importantly, the coworking proposition fails to recognise the strength of the current flexible offer, which responds directly to
actual demand for small business space, workshops, and studios in Crouch End. The spaces proposed do
not offer a suitable environment for many businesses who require self-contained spaces.
The scheme identifies the planned co-working spaces as part of the ‘community’ section of HTH and as
such we would expect low affordable rates, but the applicant’s Viability Assessment presents commercial
rates and expectations. Which is it?
The co-working space is quoted as covering 443m2. From the labels attached to rooms, this includes the
ground floor ‘rates office’ (206m2), three 1st floor rooms (68m2), one 2nd floor space over the function
room (61m2 at height above 1.5m headroom). This makes a total of 335m2. The missing space may be (it
isn’t clear) the green room and dressing rooms behind the stage in the Assembly Hall. However, if so, we
strongly suggest that these spaces be re-allocated to the arts operation as necessary rehearsal, ancillary
and studio space.
As mentioned above, an announcement (22nd September 2017) identified an operator, and also a digital
media (hologram) production company as a key tenant. This would appear to strengthen the viability of
the development and deserves support, but we ask where this operation would be sited. Would it replace
spaces currently identified as co-working use or arts use? Would interior spaces be redesigned to provide
suitable accommodation?
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7.0 LANDSCAPING, CIVIC SQUARE AND GREEN
The civic or Town Hall square is essential to the 1930s group composition, playing a critical role in the
setting of the listed buildings. It requires the same level of detailed work as the Town Hall. This is Crouch
End’s town square, its village green, and the future of the space is high on the list of community priorities,
its redesign of significant impact on the setting of heritage assets, and its use of high place-making value.
The square is the home of the Crouch End Festival. The outcome of a redesign will be a key test for the
development as a whole.
The square is a valuable amenity for local residents in an area of relative open space deficiency as
identified in the Local Plan. In line with Local Plan policies SP13 and DM20 we would expect the
presentation of an agreed level of appropriate maintenance to “secure improvements, enhancement and
management” for the green spaces and the civic square. CENF would support the designation of Local
Green Space to further secure the asset.
The public realm may be suitable for the provision of public art. Directional, advertising and information
signage may well be required for the hotel and/or arts venue, and for Town Hall heritage information, and
should be agreed. The square is not suitable for other permanent commercial advertising.
Civic Square Form and Design
The retention of a grassed area has been a constant request in public consultation. Plans to address the
neglect of the current square are welcome, and the proposed re-design of the space interesting. We note
the intention to reference the original shape of the green, the retention of the fountain, and the
reinstatement of original style lamps. Pedestrian movement must be taken into consideration for the
location of pavement cafés and street trading.
The proposal for the square removes and replaces all existing features such as kerbs, roadways, paving
stones, tree beds, benches, etc. The applicant needs to justify the loss of the original work. The
replacement materials should correspond with those used by the architect in 1935, should not detract
from the setting of the listed buildings, and should respond to the distinctiveness of the area in a neutral
fashion.
The paved surface area will be of uniform treatment and have an emptier visual appearance than the
present arrangement. Its success will depend upon the use of high quality surfaces that are visually
appealing. We welcome the choice of Yorkstone slabs for this area, but request that the selection and use
of materials is specified by condition and monitored prior to works and throughout the development.
It is desirable to have a transect of the square made available, and further details specified including the
orientation of the slabs, bonding, service ducting and drainage. Yorkstone slabs are prone to fracturing,
and the thickness and durability of the slabs, information on substructure, and loading requirements
should be specified. The proposed low concrete wall surrounding the new green will be a visually
dominant feature and may detract from the heritage setting. Details of material and design are required.
Further information should be supplied before determination, and further specifications on materials
secured through condition.
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Further improvements could be effected by the removal of the redundant telephone kiosks, but the
applicant’s demolition plan, which appears to identify the removal and replacement of the existing bus
shelter, does not identify the kiosks. Can further information be supplied which more clearly sets out
proposed changes?
Civic Square Use
We welcome the intention to animate the square if this can be achieved in harmony with the use of the
space as public amenity and relaxation. Street trading and pavement cafés are acceptable uses, though
markets should be occasional and should complement the existing town centre retail offer. Is a power
supply specified? Although public access to the space appears to be agreed, what event management will
be in place?
In public consultation in 2015 and 2016, the top 3 desired uses for the square were,– arts/festival space,
free public seating, and markets/fairs. These uses are also indicated by the applicant, but the new design
must be tested in consultation with key stakeholders, such as the Crouch End Festival or future commercial
restaurant users of the site. We are informed that discussions are now ongoing.
Events/Festivals:
At present the Crouch End Festival uses the tarmac area nearest the Town Hall, and the open green. Both
these areas will largely disappear, leaving less useful spaces for stalls and stage (the widest space now is as
the square meets Hatherley Gardens, but this is needed for drop-off). With further constraints expected by
pavement cafés, cycle racks, and the barrier of the new wall, it seems unlikely that the Festival could offer
the same size of event in future.
Markets:
The space indicated for this use is still unclear. The existing width of the southern Barclays-side paved
space is 7m, although this contains public benches. The proposed new arrangement (minus the space
occupied by cycle racks) appears to be 6m widening to 9m. Is the space available consistent with the
proposed use? Further consideration of servicing for the proposed operation of the square should be
presented, for example the requirements of setting up for markets and events on the square. Where would
support vehicles be located?
Restaurants:
We are concerned that the plethora of food and beverage outlets and pavement cafés may combine to
threaten over-development and commercialisation of the square, detracting from the setting and quality
of the open space. The square already has a large café space in the western Annexe (Middeys) and the
applicant proposes two extra restaurants facing the square, in the ground floor eastern Annexe and
ground floor Town Hall west wing (there are also: a roof top bar, a café in the lobby, a barista in the
entrance hall, and a couple of venue bars within the auditoria, bringing the total food & beverage
operations to 8). All three restaurants on the square have street trading arrangements indicated. We also
note that the siting of a pavement restaurant in front of the north facing west wing, a somewhat forlorn
space, is not convincing.
Over-development and over-commercialisation may be mitigated by a condition restricting pavement
cafés to movable street furniture and retractable awnings. A precedent for the use and development of
structures on the square is a Haringey LPA decision to refuse a permanent canopy attached to the western
Annexe building (ref. HGY/2017/1237, May 2017).
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Noise / Hours of Operation
Local Plan policies DM1, DM8 and DM23 address issues of noise and environmental protection arising
from commercial activities (and on street dining). In this instance potential conflict may arise between
planned activities in the square and the proposed siting of residential development in the Annexe
buildings directly overlooking the square.
The use of the square, the restaurants and bars, the movement of hotel guests, and the high volume of
venue attendees, suggest that the space will be busy and noisy until late, especially at the weekends. We
note that the success of these elements underpins the viability of the Town Hall. This is a town centre
location. Hours of operation for the outdoor trading, A4 use, amplified music, and so forth, should be
controlled (ref. policy DM8, ‘limiting the hours of use through the use of planning conditions’) but not
without regard to the viability of events, the Festival, and trading. We note that the current use has
licensing until 2am, as does the relevant clause in the Community Use Agreement attached to the lease.
The conversion of the office spaces in the Broadway Annexe to residential should not be approved without
regard to the necessary uses and viability of the Town Hall building and civic square (this is discussed
below). If approved, accommodation in the Annexe should not include occupation by vulnerable groups
(ref. policy DM23, ‘noise sensitive development away from noise pollution’).
Other Open Spaces and Landscaping
We welcome the proposed new space ‘Town Hall Gardens’ and support the proposed arrangements,
particularly evening management and control, for the space. We are keen to see a positive interaction of
the Town Hall Gardens and Hornsey Central Library, and call upon stakeholders to explore possible uses of
the space by library users. The management arrangements and maintenance for Town Hall Gardens should
be secured through condition.
We welcome the revisions (August) that remove the ‘gated’ aspect of the development and secure a public
route through the development from Weston Park to Haringey Park. This will improve local circulation and
access to Hornsey Central Library.

8.0 IMPACT ON LISTED BUILDINGS AND CONSERVATION AREA
The applicant proposes a new-build enabling residential development. Based upon, though materially
amending, the earlier 2010 consent, this is principally comprised of two blocks of flats occupying the car
parks of Town Hall and Library. The site is within the curtilage of the grade II* listed Town Hall, grade II
listed Broadway Annexe, and the grade II listed Hornsey Central Library – a site which forms a campus of
civic buildings of high architectural value. It is within the Crouch End Conservation Area.
We note the Council’s duty to preserve the character of listed buildings under the provisions of Section 66
of the Planning (Listed Building and Conservation Areas) Act, 1990, and the role of heritage assets in the
core planning principles and chapter 12 of the NPPF. We also note relevant guidance in the Mayor’s SPG
on housing and London Plan policies 7.4 Local Character, and 7.8 Heritage Assets, which states:
“Development affecting heritage assets and their settings should conserve their significance, by being
sympathetic to their form, scale, materials and architectural detail.”
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Although harm needs to be weighed against public benefits, a finding of harm to the setting of a listed
building or to a conservation area gives rise to a strong presumption against planning permission being
granted.
Haringey Local Plan policy SP11 (Design) sets out the requirement for developments to,
“Be of the highest standard of design that respects its local context and character and historic
significance”
Local Plan policy DM1 expects new development to contribute to the distinctive character of the local area.
Further, that it should relate positively to locality having regard to heights, form, scale, urban grain and
rhythm, and local architectural styles. Policy DM9 requires development to conserve and enhance the
significance of heritage assets and their setting; to be compatible with and complement the characteristics
and significance of conservation areas; and to avoid substantial harm to listed buildings.
The applicant asserts that the new-build development causes limited harm to the Conservation Area and
listed buildings, and states:
“the conservation area will remain largely unaltered, with the new buildings sitting on the fringe between
the town centre and the residential areas”
We do not concur with the assertion, and view the conceptualisation of the site as ‘fringe’ as sophistry.
The site lies within the residential part of a conservation area. Haringey’s Conservation Area No.5
Conservation Area Character Appraisal (2010) presents the character of Crouch End as:
“…an almost village like development nestling in the bowl between the hills rising in the north to Muswell
Hill and Alexandra Palace.”
The site is described as:
“The rear of the site [HTH} is accessed from Haringey Park and fronted by the Grade II listed Hornsey
Central Library, a fine modernist building. To the east of the access are smaller two storey domestic
Victorian properties.”
The setting is Victorian suburb in traditional street form, largely intact. Weston Park is described as:
“lined by two storey terraces with attics and semi-detached properties all of which are considered to
make a positive contribution to the character and appearance of this part of the conservation area.”
Hornsey Town Hall and its tower are a landmark feature of the townscape. It appears in protected views
from Alexandra Park, though the significance is not solely measured along certain view corridors or linear
views, but through a variety of static and dynamic visual impressions from across Crouch End.
The Council’s Urban Characterisation Assessment (2015) identifies Crouch End’s neighbourhood character
as follows:
“Crouch End has an urban village feel with low to midrise buildings, humanly scaled buildings centred
around the heart of the neighbourhood, where Park Hill Road [sic], Crouch End Hill and Crouch End Hill
meet forming a nucleus. The distinctive Broadway, an Edwardian, richly detailed shopping parade is the
defining feature of the place, and is home to a number of landmarks and attractions, including, Queens
Pub, Hornsey Town Hall, Hornsey Library and Kings Head Pub.”
The study does not support taller buildings in the area.
We regard the current form of the residential blocks as unacceptable with reference to national and local
policies, and are out of scale and inconsistent with the morphology of Crouch End. They detract from, and
fail to enhance the appearance and character of the Conservation Area.
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N-S section showing Weston Park houses contrasting with Block A (applicant’s DAS)
The argument deployed by the applicant in favour of such large and visually intrusive new-build blocks is
one of balancing harm with the requirement for achieving economic viability across the development. This
is the same argument used to justify 5 storeys and 92 units in 2010 (as opposed to 6-7 storeys and 122
units now), at a time of significantly lower house prices, and is therefore now a challengable assertion.
Height of Blocks
The proposed Blocks A and B are 6-7 storeys in height and are defined by the Local Plan as ‘taller
buildings’. The site lies within the residential part of a conservation area formed of 2-3 storey Victorian and
Edwardian houses. To the south and west are the listed Library of 2-3 storeys, and the Town Hall of, saving
the tower, 3-4 storeys in height.
Local Plan policy DM6 requires such taller developments to be of appropriate scale responding positively
to the local context. It states:
“taller buildings that project above the prevailing height of the surrounding area must be justified in
urban design terms” and,
“conserve and enhance the significance of heritage assets, their setting, and the wider historic
environment that would be sensitive to taller buildings”.
With both height and massing of the blocks increased over the 2010 consented scheme, they cannot be
assumed as permissible. The previously determined limit to the height of the enabling residential
development is set out in the December 2004 Planning Brief, and the scheme of 2010, which expressly set
5 storeys as a maximum (a level contested at the time) after rejecting a taller scheme in pre-application.
Concern over the height of Block B was registered by Haringey’s Quality Review Panel (May 2017). In the
pre-application briefing to the Planning Sub-Committee (July 2017), Historic England observed that some
harm to the setting of the listed building is evident from the height of the residential blocks – HE
recommended that other options be explored. Significant objections to height have been received by
CENF from the community, and we believe the development has not addressed feedback from local
consultation (ref. policy DM1).
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Height Precedent
There are fears that this development will set a new and unwelcome height precedent for Crouch End and
the Conservation Area.
Along the main thoroughfares in Crouch End town centre a few 5 storey buildings have recently been
consented, often with set-back 5th floors. We are unaware of any consented scheme in the Conservation
Area of above 5 stories since the designation of the area. We note in this regard two related planning
decisions,–
1. During the HTH bidding process (2015-16) a number of schemes were presented to the LPA’s PreApplication Planning Advice Service. One scheme, of 6 storeys (ref. PRE/2016/0121, March 2016), was
deemed unacceptable with reference to the 2010 consent.
2. A Planning application for an additional fifth floor on 2-4 The Broadway N8 9SN adjacent to the HTH
site (ref. HGY/2013/1282, November 2016) was refused "...deemed unacceptable as it would increase the
disparity between storey heights of the adjacent two and three-storey buildings" and "Overall, the proposal is
judged to be harmful to the conservation area and the setting of the adjacent listed building”.
Impact of Design and Layout
The design of the blocks is well detailed, and we welcome the increased use of brick and the detailed
metalwork on façades. However they remain generic in form and, due to their scale rather than exterior
treatment, are at odds with the prevailing character of the Conservation Area. The quality and durability of
materials, including cladding, should be secured by condition.
The high density of the residential development threatens to overcrowd, overshadow and dominate the
heritage assets, which experience harm through the scale and bulk of the new blocks. We are concerned
with the form of Block B. This block physically adjoins the east wing of the Town Hall, and is sited within
metres of the Library. The junction between Block B and the east wing cannot be seen in the applicant’s
presentation, and it is difficult to read how details of fenestration and difference in floor levels are
articulated visually. We strongly disagree that the rear elevations of the Town Hall have little architectural
merit, as they present a considered symmetry balancing the important projecting east wing glazed
stairwell (as in image below).

HTH east wing rear elevation
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In conclusion, the proposed scale and massing of the residential blocks detract from the setting of the
adjacent Hornsey Town Hall and Hornsey Central Library, and fail to preserve or enhance the character and
appearance of the Conservation Area. This appears contrary to policies 7.4 and 7.8 of the London Plan
2016, and policies SP11, SP12, DM1 and DM9 of the Haringey Local Plan.

9.0 HOUSING, DENSITY, IMPACT ON RESIDENTIAL AMENITY, AFFORDABLE HOUSING
We welcome the initiative to deliver much needed housing in the local area, though have concerns over
the density and layout of the scheme, and a possible low number of affordable units in the project. CENF
believe the new-build development has good potential for ‘downsizer’ town centre accommodation.
Density and Layout
The proposed development in the car park comprising Block A and Block B represent a considerable and
material increase in scale from the 2010 consent. The applicant makes extensive reference to the earlier
project, and indeed the arrangement and form of the present scheme owes much to 2010. However, as can
be seen in the images below, the bulk, massing and height of the principal blocks has increased
substantially, with a 33% increase in residential units.

2010 scheme contrasted with 2017 scheme (applicant’s 3D modelling, cropped)
Local Plan policies DM1 and DM2 require high standards of design. The consequence of the proposal’s
intensification of residential development is a masterplan which appears to underprovide necessary space.
The development will be dense, the space between blocks more cramped than 2010, and the needs of
residents may compete with vehicular servicing. The amenity space available to residents is somewhat
limited, and the layout appears to produce overshadowing and overlooking within the site.
Local Plan policies SP2 and DM11 require compliance with Mayoral density guidance. The applicant has
calculated the density of the development as 162 units per hectare, however this calculation includes the
civic square as developable land, which runs counter to common sense and accepted practice, as the
square is an open public space and cannot be assumed as developmental amenity. A more illuminating
calculation, designed to aid comprehension of the density of the residential development, would limit itself
to the car park site at the rear of the TH. Using a figure of 0.65 hectares, this shows a density of 188 units
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per hectare. The Mayor’s housing SPG sets out density guidance for urban locations in PTAL areas scoring
2-3, and determines a range between 45 and 175 units per hectare as acceptable. The HTH proposals
breach this guidance.
The density of the development is reflected in the unit mix which presents a high concentration of one and
two bed units, forming 93% of dwellings. The majority of units also appear to be single aspect
(contradicting the applicant’s Planning Statement which claims all new-build flats are dual aspect) which is
contrary to guidelines set out in the Mayor’s Housing SPG.
In conclusion, the quantum of development threatens excessive density and over-development. This
appears contrary to policies 3.4, 3.5 and 3.8 of the London Plan, the Mayor’s Housing SPG, and policies
SP2, SP11, DM1, DM11 and DM12 of the Haringey Local Plan.
Impact on Neighbouring Residential Amenity
We welcome the revised reports on privacy, overlooking and daylight and sunlight. It is of obvious
concern. CENF has received representations from residents neighbouring the site who cite material
objections of overshadowing, overlooking, loss of privacy, loss of light and loss of outlook, out-ofcharacter development, and oppressive development. The project affects properties in Primezone Mews,
Haringey Park, Weston Park (also affected by the Mews block), and Hatherley Gardens.
We fear that the residential amenity of neighbouring properties is adversely affected by the proposed
development. It is particularly evident in comparison to the 2010 consent that the massing and positioning
of Block A close to the boundary of the site stands to increase the detrimental affect of the neighbours.
The block will loom over adjoining properties, and we note that neighbouring residents may require
something more than screening by seasonal tree cover to mitigate overlooking and loss of privacy. Loss of
light may require financial redress.

Contrast between 2010 and 2017, south elevation presented to Primezone Mews (applicant’s statement)
We are aware of challenges to the applicant’s Sunlight and Daylight Assessment, and would urge the
Planning Authority to consider further independent analysis to evaluate the extent of deviation from BRE
guidance and whether the impacts are “minor in nature and acceptable”.
The design and layout of the residential blocks should be carefully assessed against the 2010 consent. Any
adverse impact to the residential amenity of neighbours is contrary to London Plan policy 7.6, the Mayor’s
Housing SPG, and Haringey Local Plan policies DM1, DM2 and DM6.
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Development of Broadway Annexe
The applicant proposes the redevelopment of the upper floors of both the western and eastern sections of
the Broadway Annexe to residential space, however, while the conversion of B1 office land to residential is
normally a permitted development, we believe this does not extend to listed buildings, as Listed Building
Consent is still required.
The Broadway Annexe is listed grade II, and change must be justified and balanced against harm caused to
the fabric of the buildings. Policy and good practice, as set out by Historic England, the NPPF, and the
London Plan, require that when new uses are found for historic assets that they provide for a viable and
sustainable use going forward and that impact on the significance of the asset is limited. Changes of use
are supported “should the original or current use be declared non-viable.”
The retention and development of the current Annexe office class use would clearly meet London Plan and
council policy on employment and the local economy, would better complement the overall development
mix across the site, enhance the Crouch End town centre, and would obviate the need to shoehorn coworking space into the HTH building. As suggested in the section above on employment, there is
demonstrable local demand for office space.
In addition, we perceive a problem in a conversion to residential which would likely give rise to disputes
over noise and the hours of operation of the square and Town Hall. The proposed Annexe flats directly
overlook what will become a very busy space, with events, music, fairs, and markets, with new restaurants,
pavement cafés, and roof top bar, in addition to the extra movement of hotel guests, vehicle drop-offs, and
high volume events in the venue. The activity may not subside until the early hours. The Annexe is
particularly unsuited as residential accommodation for vulnerable groups (ref. policy DM23).
CENF object to the change of use from office to residential of the Broadway Annexe spaces. Ref. Local Plan
policies SP8, SP15 and DM23.
Mews Block
The Mews block was part of the 2010 scheme. However the present design appears to increase the
massing to accommodate the 9 proposed flats (rather than the 4 units of 2010). The applicant has recently
(August 2017) revised the design of the Mews block to mitigate overlooking, but the bulk and form of the
structure still represents significant overbearing and overshadowing – particularly for the residents at nos.
5, 7, and 9, Weston Park. We understand the motivation for the change, though the rear elevation is now
formed of blank brick walls, a rather grim prospect for the neighbours, and has removed much of the
potential for dual aspect for the new flats, which is recommended in London Plan guidance.
Affordable Housing
The development must conform with the requirements for affordable housing provision as set out in the
London Plan and Local Plan, subject to an assessment of economic viability. The 2010 consented scheme
featured 4 units of affordable housing (although we appreciate the 2010 scheme identified affordable
without achieving viability). Neverthless, since that date the value of property has risen sharply,
outstripping the rise in construction costs. As this scheme proposes an uplift in the number of residential
units, we see little reason why the applicant would not be able to deliver a greater rate than the original
very low 3.25% affordable.
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As this response was compiled, the applicant’s Economic Viability Assessment proposed a zero
contribution to affordable housing. We are aware that this figure may be revised by the Planning Service’s
independent consultants, but are surprised at this initial calculation. The viability assessment, as supplied,
relies upon challengable inputs including low price valuations and unconvincing construction and
financing costs. The proposed profit margin of 19-20% is unacceptably high for a publicly owned site. We
trust the council will offer a robust challenge and expect an upward revision to the amount of affordable
housing.

10.0 TRANSPORT AND ACCESS
We note the extensive transport assessment, and welcome the commitment to cycling and electric
vehicles. However the presentation of the travel plan is not convincing.
Local Plan policy DM31 requires that high trip generating developments should be located in areas with
high Transport for London (TfL) Passenger Transport Access Level (PTAL) ratings. However the PTAL score
for the site is 2-3, a moderate to poor rating.
[ NB. We note the limitations to PTAL use, for instance it does not make any calculation for evening
accessibility (an important issue in a development of performance spaces, restaurants, and a hotel), nor does
it account for direction of travel (eg. Crouch Hill station is of little use to the vast majority of travelers) ]
The transport assessment has caused incredulity among many local people, who believe that a mixed
development of this size, with auditoria, events, hotel, restaurants and a residential development of 146
units will have an adverse impact on local traffic levels, and that the proposed parking allocation, drop-off
arrangements, and plans for servicing are insufficient. The main access is from Haringey Park, a residential
street. The increase in use over 2010, including the marked increase in residential units and the new 67
room hotel, may generate an unacceptable level of traffic at this location. It may be necessary to apply an
obligation to improve footways and highway under a section 278 agreement.
As mentioned earlier, Local Plan policy DM53 sets out a number of tests for hotel uses to be acceptable
including to,
“Provide appropriate arrangements for pick up / drop off, service delivery vehicles and coaches,
appropriate to the size of the hotel or visitor accommodation.”
Furthermore, policy DM32 states,
“residential developments without car parking provision are only likely to be viable where there are
alternative and accessible means of transport available, in particular a good level of public transport
accessibility (PTAL rating of 4 or above)”.
It may therefore be necessary to revisit the allocation of parking spaces for the residential and hotel
development, to achieve a workable balance.
Public Transport
Given the limitations of PTAL analysis and addressing the reality of the location, the primary impact of
residents, hotel guests, and event goers will be upon bus services, in particular the W7 route. We note that
Transport for London have stated that the W7 is currently at capacity (comments received on Planning
Portal) and seek funding to address the increased demand.
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The Travel Plan submitted contains targets for the use of nearby underground and rail stations which are
nonsensical for an assessment of the impact on Crouch End. For instance modes of travel at event
attendance are identified as –
57% arriving by tube, 8% rail, 18% bus, 10% car/taxi, 7% foot/bicycle
Furthermore, 36.5% of hotel guests are expected to arrive by tube. But no tube station is within a mile of
the site. We appreciate that impacts upon nearby Underground stations do require assessment, but the
targets set out in the travel plan should be replaced using a realistic model of modes of travel without tube
services.
As mitigation, the applicant proposes a shuttle bus, but is it for hotel use or events, and do either actually
require such a service? The operation and calling points are unclear, and the impact on the Broadway bus
stop, or Hatherley Gardens, or the fountain turning circle, should be determined. We concur with the
proposition that the fountain circle would not be appropriate for any significant vehicular use. A clearer
drop-off/pick-up zone that caters for taxi cabs would perhaps be of greater utility.
We would support a contribution toward the improvement of public transport services. We also perceive a
need for a fresh look at drop-offs, bus stops, taxi ranks, and public transport movement across the town
centre, in the light of recent TfL streetscape design guidance. Further consultation on transport planning
should take place between developer, Haringey Council, TfL, and community groups.
Vehicle Movement and Servicing
The Deliveries and Servicing Management Plan responds to Local Plan policies which require appropriate
servicing arrangements. We note the measures proposed to manage this access (providing maps, timed
deliveries, etc.), and would support ongoing traffic management.
We have concern about the level and safety of vehicular access. We note that the access road running
through the site is shared by hotel, arts venue, and residential development. In addition to car use, a total
of 54 daily service and refuse vehicles are referred to, all using a small service area capable of allowing one
vehicle at a time. It is not impossible to imagine a scenario where the service bay is occupied by a large
vehicle servicing the Assembly Hall, with other vehicles unable to enter, including fire and emergency
services. Is this a credible arrangement?
As referred to earlier we share concerns that insufficient consideration is given to uses of the main
auditoria, where travelling productions or orchestral use may require servicing by large goods vehicles or
even coaches, or the requirements of film shoots which require extensive space for vehicles. The input of
the arts operator and a credible and well founded artistic direction and programme would clearly help in
this regard.
There also appears to be little consideration of servicing for the proposed operation of the square, for
example the requirements of setting up for markets and events on the square. Where would support
vehicles be parked?
In conclusion, further feasibility work on transport and travel planning is necessary to safeguard the
amenity of the neighbourhood and highways safety, this to comply with policy 6.3 of the London Plan, and
policies SP1, SP7, DM2, DM31, DM32, DM33 and DM53 of the Haringey Local Plan.
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11.0 PLANNING OBLIGATIONS, REGENERATION, COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE
The principal public benefits are the restoration and continuing community use and access. However the
scheme is also required to conform with Haringey planning obligations to achieve approval. These include
further areas of community benefit, –
• the provision of affordable housing (discussed above)
• the provision of social and community infrastructure improvements
• a regenerative effect on employment and the local economy
Social and Community Facilities
It is of notable concern to residents that local services and facilities are currently overstretched. Doctors’
surgeries, school places, nurseries, public transport, and so forth, are often oversubscribed.
We note that this development is likely to provide a significant amount of Community Infrastructure Levy
(CIL) contribution, over £3m. However, Haringey Council’s Regulation 123 list identifies no provision of new
infrastructure in Crouch End (or across the west of the borough), therefore the CIL contribution will not be
available to mitigate the effects of the scheme and will not provide for any local infrastructure
improvements, running counter to the clear objective of government policy. A scant 15% of CIL may be
earmarked for local spending, but this is not yet allocated.
In the light of the impact of hundreds of new residents, hotel guests and concert goers in a small central
area of Crouch End, we suggest that Haringey’s policy is unsustainable. If local services are stretched to
breaking point and CIL funds remain unavailable, large developments in Crouch End should be refused. We
support calls for infrastructure planning in Crouch End and request a clear assessment of the impact of an
extra 495 residents (with perhaps 200 extra children) in this town centre location.
Hornsey Central Library
The side-benefits of the scheme for the Library are alluded to in the applicant’s presentation, and in
previous Council announcements about spending £1m on improvements. The Library is not within the red
line of site (though its car park is), but clearly should receive careful consideration as part of a wider social
and cultural complex of buildings, in line with its history and continuing use and value to Crouch End. We
would like to see a proposal that identifies improvements to the Library, perhaps to accommodate small
businesses displaced from the Town Hall and/or as a complement to the community and arts provision
planned for the HTH auditoria.
We would request a commitment by the Council and the developer to secure funding for library
improvements (ref. policy DM48, planning obligations).
Regeneration, Town Centre, and Local Economy
Hornsey Town Hall is a major project, a mixed development in a crucial central location within Crouch End’s
town centre. Key policy aspirations include the promotion of place-making and the regenerative effect of
the development – as detailed above. Local Plan policies SP12 and DM9 demand that the development of
“the historic environment should be used as the basis for heritage-led regeneration”, supporting and
enhancing the town centre and local economy.
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We welcome the proposed mix of businesses, if sustainable, and support the intention to breath new life
into the site. A viable and profitable development will enhance the town centre. Our reservation is that the
loss of the greater part of provision for small and creative local businesses will damage the overall offer to
the local economy. This is a key area of local demand and we feel that such use would be of tremendous
advantage to the mix of the development as a whole, broadening uses and revenue opportunities, and
meeting the objective for a regenerative development benefiting the local economy. We would urge the
applicant to consider such uses on site.
CENF are keen to see secured the long term commitment of both developer and arts operator to the
project. Principal operators should have an obligation to engage with the local community, and we note
the proposed community steering group in this regard.
The various elements of the scheme should complement one another and combine to present a clear and
distinctive identity for the development, attractive to local residents and visitors from across London. Once
again, we reiterate that further evidence be supplied that demonstrates that the new uses are viable and
sustainable.

12.0 CONCLUSION
Whilst objecting to this application, the Crouch End Neighbourhood Forum support the ambition to
restore, re-purpose, and develop Hornsey Town Hall and the wider site. The creation of a mixed
development balanced by an enabling residential development, and the prioritising of restoration and
community use and access are acknowledged. We welcome the recent announcement of operator and
await further details about the Town Hall arts, community and business spaces. A sustainable creative hub
and arts venue would prove to be a well valued local facility, having potential for local social and economic
development and regeneration.
CENF await details on affordable housing, ongoing community use, clarity on travel and servicing plans,
and appropriate planning obligations and conditions.
With revision and material amendments to,–
•
•
•

mitigate over-development and the impact on the heritage assets and Conservation Area,
secure the restoration and the viability of planned uses of the Town Hall building,
address the loss of B1 space and improve the offer for local creative businesses,

a subsequent application should find greater acceptance and support.
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